
Players stickhandle puck within con�ned space (zone, station, etc.) as
warmup or small area drill. Many progressions or ways a coach can
progress from the simple forwards skating with puck format.
Progressions:

Coach can place objects around the area forcing more moves

Include a variation of underhandling the puck (move around

keeping it on forehand ready to engage)

Move on whistle ex.; skate hard, tight turn, backwards, �gure 8

Be creative (stickhandle through legs, kick the puck, spin-o-

rama, �ip puck in air, one hand on stick, fake and go around)

Coaches spread in zone for give and go, try to knock pucks away

from players. Replace coaches with players

Key Points

Skate with head up

Keep feet moving

Encourage creativity, this is the time to try and learn new skills

HCF 10U Week 5- BO 2

Theme- Breakouts week 2. Support passer and provide target, don't turn back on puck.

Free play 3 mins

Chaos Stickhandling 4 mins



These are 3 introductory progression drills for coaches to work on
with new goalies.

Stance/butter�y: introduce proper body positioning. Have

player drop down, and get up focusing on teaching points. After

that have goalie stand upright and shoot pucks low on ice having

athlete direct pucks into the corner (minimize arm movement

when de�ecting pucks, slight wrist turn)

T-drill: using 2 c-cuts goalie comes out of the net for a shot, then

shuf�es to the left, right (can use cones) and back to center for a

second shot, then c-cuts backwards to net.

T-push from post: Goalie T-pushes from post to top of crease

area (beginners will struggle with distance) for a shot from

coach, alternate sides.

Key Points

Stance: Feet little more than shoulder width apart, skates

parallel to each other, chest up (see the logo), hands in front of

body, stick 8 inches in front of skates

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8Zvqib7Lyk)

Butter�y: Drive knees to the ice, hips forward/butt up, chest up,

shoulders level, squeeze pants/knees together, extend pads

(cover as much space as possible), stick blade down and hands

up!

C-cuts: forwards- weight on heel of inside edges, backwards-

weight on inside edge of toe, maintain stance while moving

Shuf�e: Weight on inside edges, to start transfer weight to drive

(push) leg, to stop place weight on lead leg, quiet upper body,

lead leg maintains stance, always ready

T-push: turn head, rotate hips, lead with stick/hands, lift drive

(push) leg slightly off ice after push, stop by using inside edge of

lead leg, set feet in stance square to shot

For more information on basic goaltending visit:
https://www.usahockeygoaltending.com/page/show/866192-
goaltender-basics
 

Player must skate around every tire, always returning back to the
middle before moving to the next one.
Progressions:

Add puck/ring to player

Have players conduct mohawk turn instead of tight turn

Encourage player to go in random order of tires, at long as they

turn around each one.

Add a chaser ( ) who is trying to catch the player in front of

them and leader can go to any tire.

Key Points

Players need to keep inside foot on the ice to have power and

accelerate exiting the turn.

Goalie 101 0 mins

Hendry 4 clover turns 7 mins
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Set up as shown (two groups of three in diagram). Two players are
passers one is the shooter. Shooter skates around the tire, receives a
pass from the opposite passer, shoots the puck and stops at the net for
a rebound. Skate around the tire the other direction, receive a pass
from the opposite side and shoot again. Repeat 4-6 times then switch
shooter.
Progression: for off-wing shooters evolve into one-timers

Key Points

Good shooting form, especially weight transfer/follow through

as momentum should take player towards the net

Quick release, no excessive stickhandling and skating right into

the goalie

For players on their off wing, work on opening up hips for even

quicker release

Good pass quick after turn on stick

Games designed to work on puck control in a game situation.

2v2 or 3v3. Players are simply trying to skate the puck through

the oppositions net. 

Multiple 1v1 games occuring simultaneously. Start with

designated nets for each group (one group is East/West the

other is North/South cone colors represent their own net).  

Progressionplayers are able to score on any gate.

Key Points

Heads up play, using players to create some space and scoring

opportunities

Play 3v3 or 2v2 in a con�ned area for 30-40 second shifts. Players must
make a pass to coach in transition for attacking the net. 
Substitute players for coaches once they get the hang of the drill. 

Catch and release shooting 7 mins

Guard the Gates 7 mins

Outlet Game 7 mins



and  compete for a 50/50 puck in the corner. The winner of the
puck makes a pass to the player at the point.  and  battle out front
for position. 

Progression- add a player ( )on the boards to get in the shooting lane
of the offensive defensemen. Player cannot move until the point player
touches the puck.

Key Points

D quick feet to middle for shot with head up

Compete for space in front. Offense needs to get in front of the

goalie for a screen/tip. Defensive player is trying to box out and

tie up stick

Coach chips a puck in for  s to break out to the blueline. Coach
chooses when to send attackers   in to create turnover and attack the
net, becoming a forecheck vs breakout. 
Progressions;

Coach can choose when/if to add more players from each team

to create odd man situations

Add a net  on which the

breakout players are trying to score

Key Points

Work together to get the puck (good angling)

Puck support

Drill focuses on quick transition on NZ turnovers.

Split Group into 2 Teams

Can play 3 vs 3 inside blue lines, or 2v2 in 1/6 of ice

If the goalie covers the puck, there is a goal or the puck exits one

of the blue lines, the coach on that blue line will make a quick

pass for the defending team to transition out of zone and attack

opponent

Can run drill cross-ice when sharing the ice with other

teams

Video: https://youtu.be/b6GU2C�a7w

Key Points

Players jump to open space after transition

Blue Line Game 7 mins
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Breakout v Forecheck 7 mins
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(can be at redline or even far goalline)

HCF Lalonde NZ Transition 8 mins


